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Carolyne Taylor Wynne, a vibrant woman of  many talents, was a corporate accountant for more than 30 years. 
After retiring, she continued being a dedicated community volunteer, an avid bridge player, an active gardener, 
an experienced world traveler, and an entertaining storyteller, just as she had before retiring. She also took classes 
in painting, drawing, cryptograms, cooking, ceramics, and creative writing. Her creative writing classes inspired 
her to write her charming memoirs, Through My Eyes.

“From the Carolina cotton fields to metropolitan China, Wynne takes readers on a journey of a 
Southern girl’s childhood to becoming a world traveler. Her vignettes transport readers deep into 
rural South Carolina and connect the smells, tastes and sensations of the times. . . . From heartfelt 
reminiscences to humorous examples of an American in foreign locales, readers are transported into 
the memories of the kind of person you’d like to get to know.”

—DR. CURTIS R. ROGERS
Coordinator, South Carolina Center for the Book
Communications Director, South Carolina State Library “Through My Eyes is a down-home, 

Southern-style delight! . . . This 
charming memoir with good humor 
affirms the important things—life, 
love and family.”

—PAUL STEPHEN HUDSON
Historian, Georgia Perimeter College
Coauthor, Atlanta’s Stone Mountain:

A Multicultural History

“Carolyne Taylor Wynne writes about everyday life with twists of 
humor, insight, and nostalgia. Her book shows that the significance 
of any event is how you view it. Ideally, this book will inspire others 
. . . to write their own book and create their own legacy.”

—NEIL SHULMAN, M.D.
Author and Associate Producer, Doc Hollywood
Author, Second Wind and Get Between the Covers

SOUTHERN WRITER’S TRUE TALES WILL 
CHARM YOU IN TRUE SOUTHERN STYLE

In this heartwarming new memoir, proud-to-be-Southern 
storyteller Carolyne Taylor Wynne shares her true tales of  growing 

up in the Low Country of  South Carolina as a country girl, moving to 
Atlanta, Georgia, where she became a Southern lady, and ultimately 
taking trips all over the world as an international traveler. Her tales will 
charm you with their innocence and entertain you with their humor. 
Her “laugh at myself ” punch lines are page-by-page reminders 
that the best humor often comes from being oh-so-much less than 
perfect. Historical, educational, and wholesome, Through My Eyes is 
a treasured book that families, adults, and children of  all ages can 
read and enjoy together.
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